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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present an annotated portfolio of speculative playful urban technology concepts. Our portfolio builds on and illustrates in designerly ways the findings from our research into the playful potential of urban spaces. We begin by describing two Situated Play Design [1] interventions where we identified play potentials of urban spaces, i.e., playful things that people already do in public spaces and might have socio-emotional value. We suggest that these play potentials could inspire the design of future smart city technology that pays more attention to the social, emotional, and cultural role of urban spaces in human life. To show that potential and foreground the inspirational value of our findings, we present a catalog of speculative design ideas that embody the design directions and play potentials we identified in our research. We hope to contribute to an existing and exciting body of work aimed at inspiring the design of increasingly playful and socio-emotionally sustainable urban technology.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Interaction design; Interaction design process and methods; Contextual design.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Smart cities are often presented through the lens of increasing urban efficiency [6], optimizing infrastructure [42], and spurring the economy [19]. Less attention is paid to our cities’ socio-cultural fabric [14][43], especially in commercial implementations [31]. We see that as a missed opportunity when it comes to cultivating stimulating urban spaces where humans can flourish. Inspired by existing work exploring less techno-centric (e.g., [5][45][51][56]) and increasingly playful (e.g., [30][47][53][61][64]) urban futures, here we investigate the potential of play to contribute to the socio-cultural sustainability of urban spaces.

Research suggests that cities should be far more than productive [47][61]; while there is value in designing urban tech that makes our cities more efficient, designers should also pay attention to the social, emotional, and cultural qualities of the urban space. Here we contribute to an emerging body of work that explores how to do that by adding an element of play to our streets (e.g., the designs presented in [30] and [47], or those described in [64]). We explore the inherent playful potential of urban spaces and speculate upon how to design interactive technology that helps us to realize it.

In this paper, we present the interim outcomes of a design-led exploration investigating forms of play that might be desirable in urban spaces. Our contribution is two-fold: First, a list of play potentials [1] of urban spaces (i.e., forms of urban play that are grounded in people’s existing urban practices and that might have socio-emotional value). Second, a collection of speculative functional urban technology ideas that build on and embody those play potentials, illustrating how they might inspire design. Overall, we aim to empower designers to embrace increasingly playful and
socio-emotional approaches to urban innovation. Here we provide inspirational provocations that can facilitate that move

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Smart City Innovation: Beyond Productivity

With every generation, technology weaves its way more deeply into our lives, and each time we must remake the choice to care about lived experience. Smart homes represented one such inflection point a couple of decades ago: in response to the increasing presence of digital technology in our lives, the Equator Project [24] explored how not to lose sight of lived experience in the face of productivity-focused technology trends. Today, chiefly in the industry sector [31], smart cities present similar challenges: while promising increased competitiveness and quality of life [7], innovation in this space often favors techno-centric rhetoric that privileges agendas such as increasing urban efficiency [6], optimizing infrastructure [42], or spurring economic activity [19]. Less attention is put to social intelligence, cultural artifacts, or environmental attributes [43]—all key components of socio-emotionally sustainable urban entanglements.

Alternative approaches to urban innovation exist, e.g.: human-centered smart city design [5], democratic [45] and inclusive [51] urban planning, bottom-up urban innovation [14], or sustainable smart city initiatives [56], among others. Here we contribute to a particular subset of this research space that approaches urban innovation through the lens of playfulness: the so-called playable city [47]. Building on, and inspired by recent research in this space (e.g., [30][53][61][64]), we argue that cities should be far more than efficient; they should also be socially rewarding, culturally stimulating, and emotionally rich. We highlight the importance of embracing those values if we want to design technology-mediated urban spaces that are socio-emotionally sustainable. Play can be a way of facilitating that move—a lens through which we can reclaim the playful, socio-cultural function of our cities and resonate with them so they respond to our need for everyday play.

2.2 The Socio-Emotional Relevance of Play

Humans are not productivity machines—we are motivated by pleasure, by social and emotional connection, by agency, and by positive feelings [12]. We argue that if cities fail to afford these experiences, they can become unwelcoming. Fun and joy are not optional qualities when it comes to urban spaces—they are deeply necessary, as we know from Jane Jacobs’ work [15] on what makes cities places to thrive. Cities are made up of moment-to-moment passing interactions between humans, and as such, they should cater to our social, emotional, and cultural needs.

Play can be a way to bring these properties into the smart city systems we build: it is a fundamental human need [18][12][13][34][54] that enriches our experience of the world we live in. Sharp and Thomas call this the eudaimonic function of play: even if it does not yield materially productive outcomes, it can be considered socio-emotionally productive [54]. Here we argue for the relevance of play in the context of urban innovation, looking at research from play studies, play design, and playable cities to highlight three highly relevant socio-emotionally desirable qualities of play:

Play brings joy to situations that might otherwise be unstimulating: it generates positive emotions because it speaks to our inner desire for joy and stimulation [10]. It is commonly said that, when playing, “time flies”: play puts us in a state of flow where we are deeply immersed in, and profoundly enjoy, whatever we are doing [18]. Though occasional boredom can contribute to our well-being [65], play can help us to reframe situations that are annoying or tedious [10]: it brings about fun and laughter and allows us to thrive. As [30][47][61] show, playful technology can help us to season countless playless situations we experience on a daily basis by turning urban spaces into ephemeral playgrounds. It can create porous circles of play [59] that, while not removing us from the situation, afford “entertaining and healthy experiences that improve [our] quality of life” [47] and give us chances to let go of unnecessary feelings of boredom and frustration—feelings that are unfortunately not uncommon in our ordinary urban engagements.

Play can help us to experience a feeling of agency: it allows us to choose, act, and express ourselves in ways that feel meaningful [54][55]. That can be very valuable in a world where we are increasingly busy and reliant on larger structures, to the extent that we feel a lack of control of our life [58][62]. Play empowers us to act upon the world surrounding us [55] and cultivates creative ideation [66]. That is, in part, because play is both appropriative and disruptive: it takes over the context where it happens and challenges the state of affairs [55]. Being playful allows us to bring freedom to a context without disrupting it completely [55], setting the right conditions to create [57]. Recent research has shown that those are desirable qualities in the context of urban spaces and that playful urban tech can entice people to play an active part in the ongoing development of their city [21].

Play supports social affordances [36], which is highly relevant given that social interaction is key to human flourishing [35]—even more so in a contemporary society that suffers from an increasing lack of meaningful social connection [37]. Some argue that technology use might contribute to that issue (e.g., through screen-based interactions that distract people from experiencing co-located social interaction [33]). But technology does not necessarily need to isolate us—it has the capacity (and, we argue, the responsibility) of enriching our social lives. Play can support that, as it is known to have “a positive impact on the wellbeing of both individuals and groups” [34]. Playful technology can help us to bring people together [35], physically or virtually, a quality that is desirable in the urban space as it can help to enrich people’s urban experiences and support collective bottom-up city-making [40][53].

These experiential qualities (joy, agency, and social connection) respond to important societal values. We argue they should be carefully considered when designing (for) the urban space—they are desirable social goods that can positively affect the well-being of both individuals and groups. While these qualities are not exclusively present in playful experiences, play can help us access them—in and beyond the urban space. In a world where technology is increasingly present, designers should cultivate those kinds of experiences. Technology can undoubtedly help us be more productive, but it should also augment the experiential texture of our lives. With the work presented in this paper, we hope to contribute...
to an ongoing move towards more playful and socio-emotionally sensitive urban innovation.

2.3 Urban Technology, Play, and HCI

In HCI, a plethora of design and research work has explored the intersection of play and smart cities—a space that is often referred to as the playable city [47]. Within this space, different approaches exist. For example, location-based games use urban spaces as physical landscapes within which virtual game worlds emerge. Whether in the form of research designs (e.g., [29]) or commercial products (e.g., Pokémon Go [46]), these games typically present alternate realities that take place outside of the player’s ordinary routine—gameful, entertainment-focused virtual worlds that hardly interface with the player’s ordinary urban practices.

Another set of playable city interventions are those that gamefully augment urban activity to support productive outcomes—what [64] calls urban gamification. For example, a serious game to reduce energy consumption in smart buildings [27], or a gamified app to optimize urban transportation [22]. In some cases, those interventions are playful rather than gameful [41], e.g., a set of piano stairs to promote healthier habits in a public space [50]. Unlike location-based games, these designs strongly adapt the gameplay experience to people’s ordinary, non-play activity. Further, they are characterized by their aim to support productive, measurable goals rather than to simply enrich people’s experience of their city—an agenda that is central to our work.

Another type of playful urban tech are civic games that promote playful citizenship [30]—or, as [21] puts it, games that “shift the attention from smart cities to smart citizens” by playfully empowering the latter to actively engage in city-making. Unlike location-based games, civic games relate strongly to people’s ordinary practices; unlike gamified apps or serious games, they are meant to enhance a city’s socio-cultural dimension rather than its productive capacity. For example, Commons is a game about filing claims about community needs by gathering evidence on city streets [38]. We are inspired by how those games support rich socio-cultural engagements between citizens and their urban space.

Finally, we see playful urban designs that are not games per se but technology-mediated invitations to engage in free-form urban play. [3] characterizes them as Technology for Situated & Emergent Play, i.e., “technology design that supports playful engagement that emerges interwoven with our everyday activities outside leisure, and that enriches these activities with socio-emotional value.” For example, SelfieCafe fosters social interaction between community members by allowing them to take a selfie and share it on a large display [52]; spread.gun allows people to sabotage advertisement screens and “reclaim” them with custom messages [25]; or Urbanimals [39] and Hello Lamp Post [49] allow people to interact with urban infrastructure playfully, let it be physically or verbally, in ways that do not necessarily bring about any productive gain. These works enable a resemantization of the urban space, allowing play to “infiltrate several contexts and spaces, and to propose new meanings, new constraints, new strategies, and new motivations” [64]. We are inspired by how they invite people to spontaneously reframe ordinary spaces into arenas for exploration, creativity, community-building, and shared ephemeral joy.

Despite their differences, those four types of playful and gameful urban technology share a focus on infusing aspects of people’s urban endeavors with an element of playfulness—or, as [64] puts it, a “desire to rewrite the city, to reshape it, to engrave oneself in it, to renew it by resorting to the energy and the ability to motivate people that emanates from play.” Insofar as they propose experiences that (in different ways and to different extents) intertwine with people’s ordinary urban activity, the playfulness they afford must be contextually meaningful. This paper argues for playable cities where play is smoothly and carefully integrated into people’s daily lives. We hope that our work inspires designers interested in strengthening the palette of design exemplars bridging play, technology, and urban design.

3 CHASING PLAY POTENTIALS OF URBAN SPACES

Designing technology that enables playfulness to permeate our daily lives—in and beyond the urban space—poses methodological challenges. One of them is embracing the idiosyncrasies of users and their contexts to ensure that the experience afforded by the technology intertwines well with the non-play situation at hand [8]. Recent works in HCI (e.g., [60]) have called for new methods that support designers to deal with the contextual and emergent nature of playful engagement in non-play scenarios. In response to those calls, [1] proposed Situated Play Design (SPD) as a design approach that focuses on “chasing play potentials” and using them to inspire the core components of a contextually meaningful play experience. Play potentials are spontaneous manifestations of playful engagement that emerge in the wild—playful things people already do in their day-to-day, and that as such carry valuable knowledge about the kinds of playful experiences they enjoy [1].

Here we position SPD as a useful approach to designing playful tech that enriches people’s interactions within their city in ways that enable [64]’s aforementioned resemantization of the urban space. SPD focuses designers’ attention on playful experiences that people already enjoy in a particular context—ones that are likely meaningful to them and that, as such, may have inspirational potential. By chasing play potentials in the urban space, designers can uncover play forms that people already find meaningful and enjoyable. Those play potentials can then be used as starting points to inspire urban technology design, leading to ideas that align well with playful practices citizens already feel excited about. Such an approach can help designers to focus their ideation on types of playful experiences and encounters that resonate with a city’s socio-cultural fabric and thereby contribute to realize (rather than disrupt) the city’s inherent playful potential. Below, we describe how we used two SPD interventions to explore the playful potential of urban spaces and present the play potentials we identified.

3.1 Intervention #1: Scraping Social Media

In our first intervention, inspired by [4], we created a collection of social media posts (made by other users) and examined it to identify recurrent forms of playful engagement within the public space. Our aim was to address the first stage of SPD: chasing play potentials we could then use as inspirational starting points for design. For 5 weeks, 6 researchers collected 383 posts, focusing on Instagram and
We then analyzed the entire dataset, assigning one or more play potentials to each urban tradition, each instantiated by at least one urban game, videogame, interaction design, communication design, architecture, or journalism. We kept seeing certain expressions coming up in the posts, such as “leaving messages for other people to find”), we settled on a final set of play potentials. The result was a list of 18 urban play potentials inspired by one or more of the play potentials.

3.2 Intervention #2: Play & Culture Workshop

In our second intervention, we turned to culture and traditions to seek forms of emergent play embedded in rituals and games practiced in the public space—again, to identify potential urban play forms. We invited two gamification consultants, three experts on folk games, and a videogame developer, an interaction designer, a communication designer, a philosopher, an architect, and a journalist specialized in urban play that were meaningful to them. Participants’ professional backgrounds were relevant to play and/or urban innovation: we invited participants to add new traditions to the collection if they wanted to. During the workshop, we used the Miro board to present, discuss, and visualize our ideas. First, we examined the collection of urban traditions to identify interesting forms of playful engagement. Then, we brought our findings into a map of play potentials of urban spaces. Next, we brainstormed how urban infrastructure (e.g., a bench) might afford technology-mediated experiences inspired by one or more of the play potentials. To close, we built on those speculative ideas to discuss the relevance of the play potentials found throughout the workshop and, more broadly, of our playful approach to smart city innovation. After the workshop, two researchers analyzed both the annotations on the Miro board and the workshop recordings to synthesize participants’ main contributions. The result was a list of 9 urban play potentials inspired by urban traditions, each instantiated by at least one urban game, ritual, or personal experience.

3.3 Results: Play Potentials of Urban Spaces

Once we completed the two SPD interventions, a researcher did a second round of analysis to combine the two resulting sets of play potentials into a unified list. The aim was to: (1) synthesize our findings into a unique list of play potentials that was manageable and actionable—one that was not too long, complex, or overwhelming to use as starting point for ideation; and (2) focus on and surface those aspects of our findings that were most inspirational, to orient designers’ attention towards how those forms of playful urban engagement could give rise to new kinds of urban technology.

To combine the play potentials from both interventions, we clustered them by affinity, looking at the similarities between the play forms they highlighted and thinking about how they might inspire designers to imagine increasingly playful smart city futures. To ensure that the combined list accurately represented the results from our two interventions, we shared the second-wave analysis with researchers involved in both interventions and gave them a chance to dispute it.

Figure 3 on the next page features the resulting list of play potentials of urban spaces.

---

Figure 3: Our list of urban play potentials, identified through two interventions: scraping social media and a play & culture workshop. A plain text version of the list can be accessed at: https://bit.ly/fig3alt
4 A CATALOG OF SPECULATIVE URBAN TECH

To explore the inspirational value of our approach, we began to speculate about how future urban technology could respond to the play potentials we found in our contextual research. We began with a first round of ideation done independently by 6 designers over two weeks. We aimed to generate early ideas of technology-mediated urban experiences that embraced at least one play potential. We produced 25 ideas, which we collected on a slideshow and expanded at a subsequent brainstorming session.

Next, two designers examined the collection of early ideas to identify recurrent themes. We discussed their findings in another meeting, where we settled on a set of 7 emerging design directions that (1) we found interesting and (2) resonated with the findings from our contextual research. Then, we took two weeks to concretize each design direction into 1-2 urban technology design concepts, taking our collection of early ideas as a point of departure. We refined the resulting concepts at a final brainstorming meeting, discussing and extending each other’s ideas. Throughout the process, we kept track of how the emerging ideas related to the play potentials from our contextual research.

Once our design directions and illustrative technology concepts were ready, two designers mocked them up using graphic design tools. Inspired by [11], we created a Catalog of Speculative Playful Urban Technology Ideas. We frame it as an annotated portfolio of speculative design ideas highlighting interesting and socioemotionally desirable forms of technology-mediated urban play. Here we present the 7 design directions in our portfolio, using some of the associated technology ideas to illustrate them.

“Augmented infrastructure for authoring urban experiences” is our first design direction. It refers to urban infrastructure (e.g., a light pole, a bench, a façade...) that is augmented with digital technology (e.g., smart lighting, projectors, speakers...) and allows people to use a range of multimedia affordances to be creative and craft novel urban experiences—let it be for themselves or for others. Our catalog features two design ideas that illustrate this design direction. One of them is Share-a-song (Figure 4), an Internet of Things device that equips public benches with a “social sound system”. The augmented benches allow people who sit on them to sync their phone, choose a song on Spotify, and either (a) send it to a nearby bench or (b) leave it on their bench to be enjoyed by the next person who sits there. One way or another, citizens can use their bench to craft short, ephemeral musical experiences for others around them, engaging in a rather unusual (i.e., asynchronous or physically distanced) interaction with people with whom they share the urban space (likely strangers).

“Parallel (in)visible realities”, our second design direction, are augmented or mixed reality systems that enable citizens to experience fantastic realities that take place in parallel to the ordinary flow of urban life—and, as a result, to bond with others who also decide to experience them. Importantly, those parallel realities are only visible to those who use the system; that is meant to create a sense of community between users. An example of a technology that aligns with this design direction is A Mad Hatter’s world (Figure 5), an “invisible” game that allows citizens to wear virtual hats that can only be seen through an AR app. People can create custom designs, choose from a set of pre-designed hats, or even steal someone else’s hat idea and keep it for themselves. At the core of this design is the idea of helping people to bond and feel connected with others, even with strangers, in a lightweight and non-invasive manner: by being part of a somewhat silly community of mad hatters accessible only through a dedicated app.

---

4 A spreadsheet linking our ideas to the play potentials: http://bit.ly/ideaspotentials
"Spontaneous instigators of strange(r) connections" are short, fast-paced invitations to social play placed in urban locations where people often wait or pass the time. They aim to create strange, silly, or otherwise unusual situations that invite citizens to do something unexpected during their wait in ways that encourage them to initiate new connections—even if ephemeral. Our catalog includes two design ideas under this theme. One of them is Dancing the light (Figure 6), a game augmenting pedestrians’ experience of waiting at a traffic light. When the light is red, a song plays on a speaker, and a screen invites people to make dance moves matching the music. The more (and the better) people on both sides dance, the sooner the light will turn green. By providing people with that bait, this design hopes to encourage them to let go and submit to a somewhat silly and unproductive ephemeral activity that will likely contribute to some shared laughter and fun. It is also meant to instill a sense of fellowship in strangers who happen to be at the same side of a crosswalk, and to help them to momentarily bond over the celebration of a win (or to playfully mourn a loss) in a race against people on the other side of the street. This idea is inspired by existing designs that playfully repurpose a city’s traffic light poles (e.g., StreetPong [23]) and extends them by enabling people to interact in a group—using their bodies and the physical space rather than through a screen embedded in the light pole.

"Large scale urban toys", our fourth design direction, are interactive installations without an apparent purpose other than allowing people to experiment with them in lightweight, open-ended, momentary, and playful ways. Our catalog includes two design ideas related to this theme. One of them is Building art (Figure 7),
Figure 8: Mock-up of Silhouettes: an AR app and “unproductive” surveillance system that allows people to see the anonymous silhouettes of others who passed by where they currently are, and to build on that ambiguous and incomplete information to fantasize with the life stories of those silhouettes.

which equips a building’s facade is with LEDs that citizens can appropriate artistically. The lights are connected to an app that allows people to change their color. Once a day, the facade opens up for some minutes so that people can create a new light composition. They can gather in front of it and paint 20 pixels each. The resulting ephemeral piece of collective art will be displayed for all citizens to enjoy until the canvas resets the next day.

“Portals of imagination” are technologies that afford experiences of fantasy, imagination, and wonder. They provide citizens with an ambiguous and deliberately incomplete story and invite them to fantasize and fill the gaps. Two ideas in our catalog exemplify this design direction. One of them is Silhouettes (Figure 8), an AR app and “unproductive” surveillance mechanism that allows citizens to see the silhouettes of people who were in that same space before, along with the system’s guess of the silhouettes’ emotional state. That way, citizens can fantasize about what happened earlier in the very space they are inhabiting and share their guesses as comments to gossip with other users of the app.

“Local lore modules” are systems that use digital technology to deliver local knowledge to visitors or newcomers—that is, information that is locally-produced and goes beyond the mainstream. For example, the technology may contain stories about the locals, about the fauna and the flora, or tips about the idiosyncrasies of the place. Locals can appropriate the system and populate it with the content of their creation. That content will be delivered to visitors to enable them to discover the place genuinely. Our catalog features two design ideas under this theme. One of them is the Scavenger Hunt Plaques (Figure 9), which can be placed anywhere within a city or neighborhood. Locals can populate the plaques with information relevant to their location: a thing they experienced in that place, a relevant story that is not commonly known... Visitors can scan the plaques and discover those things that are only known by locals, thereby learning stories that would not otherwise be accessible to them.

“Shared canvases for collective grandeur”, our last design direction, are interactive installations that reflect the socio-emotional state of a city and allow citizens to be part of an emergent multimedia spectacle. Our catalog includes two ideas under this theme. One of them is the Fountain of whispers (Figure 10), a water fountain that reacts to the emotions of those surrounding it. Once a day, through a phone app, people can record a voice memo about their mood, about, or about something that happened to them, and then send it to the fountain. The fountain will use the data to dynamically react to the citizens’ emotions, reflecting the city’s mood by changing the water flow dynamics, by raising or lowering the temperature of the water, by modifying the color of the lights illuminating the water, or by using a range of ambient sounds.
Figure 10: Mock-up of the *Fountain of whispers*, which creates a multi-sensory spectacle that reflects a city’s emotional state.

5 RELEVANCE, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The design directions and concepts presented above contribute to an ongoing shift in values behind smart city innovation—arguably, a necessary one. We present our work as inspiration for designers interested in developing urban technology that contributes to shaping public spaces where individuals and communities can flourish—productively, yes, but also socially, emotionally, and culturally. Our ideas respond to urban experiences that, though they hardly are embraced in commercial smart city implementations, people seem to long for. Table 1 synthesizes how ideas in our catalog respond to the play potentials from our contextual research. However speculative, our early proposals can help designers to be mindful of playful and social practices people already engage with and enjoy within their city—in ways that they can support (rather than disrupt) the playful potential inherent in an urban space. Our provocations are: *bottom-up* (i.e., they respond to existing urban practices of average citizens) and *socio-emotionally focused* (i.e., they center on supporting rich, delightful urban experiences). As such, they challenge approaches to smart city innovation that, as [14][43] note, are often top-down, utilitarian, and techno-centric.

In particular, we see two ways our work can contribute to shaping socio-emotionally sensitive smart city futures. First, our catalog of speculative ideas and underlying design directions can inspire designers at the early stages of their work, focusing them on affording types of urban experiences that are socially, emotionally, and culturally desirable. Second, play potentials can help designers to examine their ideas (whether inspired by our catalog or not) and assess whether they respond to contextually grounded playful and social practices citizens long for. We hope combining these two will stimulate and make actionable smart city innovation that transcends utilitarianism and techno-determinism.

As early technology concepts, the ideas on our catalog are half-baked and ambiguous. That could be seen as a limitation of our work: we have not yet prototyped or tested them in a naturalistic setting, and their actual impact remains unclear. While our work is by no means an advanced design proposal that can be readily implemented, we argue for its relevance as an inspirational starting point. It is an early provocation for designers to think differently about how technology-mediated urban experiences might be more playful, contextually meaningful, and socio-culturally sound.

We also acknowledge that previous research and artistic work has produced technologies that align with some of the ideas in our catalog, e.g., *SelfieCafe* [52], *spread.gun* [25], *Urbanimals* [39] or *Hello Lamp Post* [49], all described in Section 2. Other designs hold resemblances with some of our ideas. For example, one of our reviewers pointed out that the façade of the Hotel WZ Jardins in São Paulo [25] is somewhat similar to *Building Art*, as it changes color and can be interacted with via smartphone. In showing our catalog to other designers, we learned about other works similar

Table 1: Summary of ideas (and underlying design directions) included in our Catalog of Speculative Playful Urban Technology Ideas, linked to the play potentials they respond to. The ideas described in this paper are marked with an asterisk. An accessible version of the table, including the 13 catalog ideas and our early collection of 25 ideas, can be accessed at: http://bit.ly/table1alt

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design directions</th>
<th>Design idea</th>
<th>Play potentials</th>
<th>Playfully imaginative</th>
<th>Playfully playful</th>
<th>Playfully social</th>
<th>Playfully contextually grounded</th>
<th>Playfully socio-emotionally focused</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Augmented infrastructure for authoring urban experiences</td>
<td>Share a song*</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedestal (invisible realities)</td>
<td>A Mad Hatter’s world*</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spontaneous instigators of stranger/connections</td>
<td>Drunk, dead, cross!</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large scale urban toys</td>
<td>Building art*</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The selfie photobooth</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portals of imagination</td>
<td>Sensual mirrors between Silhouettes*</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local sense modules</td>
<td>Sense and tune plaques*</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local whispers*</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaped moments for collective grandeur</td>
<td>VanGo*</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fountain of whispers*</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to ours (e.g., Shadowing [17], an interactive installation that, like Silhouettes, allows citizens to play with shadows from the past). We argue our work adds value despite those similarities: rather than claiming exclusivity over the idea of designing tech that playfully augments the city, we show our situated process of identifying playful practices people do in the public space and building on them to speculate how tech could respond to their playful potential. We suggest our approach can help designers to create technology that is grounded in people’s playful cravings rather than on the designer’s creative intuition—and that, as a result, is more likely to afford experiences that are contextually sound.

Further, while exceptionally playful urban technology works exist in research and artistic domains, the reality is that they still remain unusual when we look at commercial smart city implementations, where utilitarian approaches dominate [31]. We hope that our ideas, combined with other efforts such as those cited throughout this paper, contribute to challenging this trend. For example, some of our catalog ideas rethink the functionality of, and experience delivered by, urban navigation tools like Google Maps. Rather than trying to optimize people’s urban movements, they support non-utilitarian agendas such as highlighting the richness of the city and its citizens (see Scavenger Hunt Plaques) or tracking people’s movements to produce pieces of collaborative art (see VanGo, p. 27 of the catalog). Other ideas hint at how emerging technology could extend existing, pre-smart city urban infrastructure in ways that put people’s wellbeing before urban efficiency. For example, Dancing the light augments traffic lights by (1) turning them into opportunities for social connection and (2) giving people a chance to (playfully) determine the length of their wait—aligning with recent moves towards privileging pedestrians over cars (e.g., [48]). Our ideas also foreground ways in which dedicated urban play could be more smoothly integrated into the ordinary flow of urban life in ways that enrich the socio-cultural fabric of a city. For example, Silhouettes (p. 8) extends location-based games such as Pokémon Go by centering the player’s attention towards their environment and the other citizens with whom they share it, instead of inviting them to a fantastic virtual reality that has little to do with the ordinary flow of the city life.

In addition to its inspirational potential, we also see our catalog as a valuable prompt to engage diverse stakeholders to co-imagine the playful future of their city. Our ideas illustrate a breadth of possible design directions within a design space most average citizens are unfamiliar with. By making those design directions tangible and relatable, we can help non-experts to be involved in shaping the foundations of smart city innovation in ways that both their pragmatic needs, their values, and their playful cravings are considered. That is an important consideration, as the ideal of a playable city brings about implicit tensions: while making the urban space more playful and enjoyable for some, it may create accessibility constraints for others or invade the privacy of citizens who would rather not be a part of the digital sphere. We are currently in the process of experimenting with the catalog as a tool to facilitate multi-stakeholder conversations about those issues, engaging average citizens, experts, and policy-makers alike to respond to, extend, and rethink our catalog. We see the catalog not as a set of finalized design proposals but rather as a prompt to provoke these kinds of diverse and imaginative discussions of what the playful future of our cities should look like. In the future, we will disseminate the outcomes of our multi-stakeholder engagements based on the catalog. We will also build prototypes of the technology concepts that better resonate with our participants’ ideas, further developed through the lens of people’s diverse understandings of what a playable city should be.

Another limitation of our contribution is that our findings might not necessarily be universally applicable. The play potentials we identified in our contextual research are grounded in existing practices we observed in specific urban settings. Some might not apply beyond the contexts where they were found, and there could be many more play potentials on our list had we explored other urban settings. To use our list of play potentials, design directions, and speculative ideas, designers should explore if and how they apply to the context targeted by their project. As noted by [9], there is a lot of value in designing for the particular, as it “can enable us to capture the richer and more complex nuances of a particular situation or user, hence also directly challenging the assumptions we make as researchers”. Taking our work as a point of departure, designers can use SPD [1] and other participatory methods to further understand what kinds of urban experiences their target citizens long for. That will enable the design of urban technologies that realize the playful potential of the targeted context. This paper provides some guidance for how to do that: it shows how we leveraged two SPD methods to chase play potentials of urban spaces and use them to drive design (see Section 3). We hope that these strategies empower designers to identify design opportunities for urban play in their targeted design context, adapt our proposed play potentials and design directions, and find new ones that better respond to the specific idiosyncrasies of the cities they design for.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an annotated portfolio of speculative playful urban technology concepts that build on and illustrate in designerly ways the findings from our research into the playful potential of urban spaces. Our speculative ideas highlight a number of urban play forms that people seem to long for and propose ways of responding to them by design. Though clearly speculative, we argue that our work can inspire the design of future smart city technology that pays more attention to the social, emotional, and cultural potential of our cities. We see value in sharing the work now, even if it is still part of an ongoing design research process; it will (1) spark multistakeholder conversations about what playable cities should be in the future, (2) contribute to an ongoing shift in values behind smart city innovation, and (3) provide inspiration, both conceptual and methodological, to support that shift. We hope that our contribution provokes designers to embrace increasingly playful approaches when designing urban technology and provides inspirational starting points that make that move more actionable.
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